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Abstract: Small Wind Turbines (SWTs) are promissory for distributed generation using renewable
energy sources; however, their deployment in a broad sense requires to address topics related to their
cost-efficiency. This paper aims to survey recent developments about SWTs holistically, focusing on
multidisciplinary aspects such as wind resource assessment, rotor aerodynamics, rotor manufacturing,
control systems, and hybrid micro-grid integration. Wind resource produces inputs for the rotor’s
aerodynamic design that, in turn, defines a blade shape that needs to be achieved by a manufacturing
technique while ensuring structural integrity. A control system may account for the rotor’s aerodynamic
performance interacting with an ever-varying wind resource. At the end, the concept of integration
with other renewable source is justified, according to the inherent variability of wind generation.
Several commercially available SWTs are compared to study how some of the previously mentioned
aspects impact performance and Cost of Electricity (CoE). Understanding these topics in the whole view
may permit to identify both tendencies and unexplored topics to continue expanding SWTs market.

Keywords: small wind turbine; distributed generation; wind energy; aerodynamics; wind resource;
manufacturing; control systems; hybrid systems; microgrid integration

1. Introduction

Energy demand augmented in 2018 above 2.3% according to the International Energy Agency,
showing the fastest growth pace in the last decade [1,2]. Strategies conducted to supply such consumption
must include a rapid increase in energy productivity, efficiency management strategies for energy systems,
an integrated approach that uses centralized and decentralized sources, and a more significant share of
renewable in the mix [3]. Depletion of fossil fuel sources and the associated effect of the non-rational use
of this on the environment has raised the interest in searching alternatives accounting for the development,
renovation, adaptation and even hybridization of different renewable [4–7] and non-renewable generation
sources [8]. In this aim, the United Nations promotes the implementation of strategies conducting to
ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all [9].

It is worth to mention that hydropower facilities are important assets for the electric power sector and
represent a key source of flexibility for electric grids with high penetrations of variable generation [10].
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It is well known that hydropower dominance is the result of low energy costs and high hydro potential in
countries where this resource is widely available. Nevertheless, the construction of large dams carries a
significant environmental footprint because reservoirs modify the river’s ecosystem [11]. Many in-service
water resources and hydropower plants are in the aging stage, being sedimentation a significant issue
in the watershed of reservoirs around the world [12], following the implementation of strategies for its
management [13]. On the other hand, thermoelectric plants energy costs are dominated by fuel prices
volatility, and at the same time, are a growing source of Greenhouse Gases despite some efforts to use
alternative fuels [14], thermal energy storage [15] and waste heat recovery technologies [16,17] that provide
valuable energy sources reducing the overall energy consumption.

Regarding the off-grid applications, 990 Small wind turbines (SWTs) were installed until 2015,
representing 949 MW of installed capacity, achieving an increase of 5% in installed machines and 13%
in installed capacity compared to 2014 [18]. In this sense, the installed capacity of SWTs represented
0.23% of the total installed capacity worldwide in 2015, showing the following composition: China with
43%, followed by the United States with 25%, and the UK and Italy with 15% and 6.3%, respectively [19].
During 2016 and 2017, a growth of 11% was observed corresponding to almost 53 MW in installed capacity.
Until 2017, the off-grid systems served only 0.1% of the total wind energy installed capacity around the
world [18,20]. Within SWTs installed capacity, the Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT) configuration
has dominated the market over the last 30 years, where 74% of manufacturers focus their production
on these models. Additionally, only one HAWT can achieve a higher average rated capacity than one
Vertical-Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT). In this way, this review focused mainly on the pertinent issues that
affect the performance of horizontal-axis SWTs and its potential impact on the CoE [18].

During 2018, in the United States alone, wind turbines of small and medium size accounted for 6.3%
of the added capacity in distributed applications [21]. The 2019 worldwide wind power installed capacity
rose to 622 GW, showing a market expansion of 19% with respect to 2018. Installed capacity increased by
about 60 GW, approximately 10% more than in 2018 [22]. From the new capacity added at least more than
54 GW were onshore, of which, approximately 125.8 MW corresponded to SWTs installed capacity [23];
6 GW were offshore, mainly represented in on-grid technologies as shown in Figure 1.

Actual SWTs are designed to operate at peak power output under relatively high wind speeds.
From the wide variety of commercially available machines, a few examples from the smaller group of
certified turbines have rated power at a wind speed of 11 m/s and peak power at 17, 12.6 and 16 m/s
wind speed [24–26]. These examples correspond to typical three-bladed HAWTs (e.g., 80% of the small
wind industry is dedicated exclusively to horizontal axis machines), which naturally can be expected to
operate optimally at average power coefficients of around 0.45 and with a Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) of 6 to 7
approximately. Additionally, commercial wind turbines are targeted for sites with excellent wind resources,
which reveals a gap in the remaining places, for which average wind speeds are well below 11 m/s.

Despite the growth in the use of SWTs to exploit low-speed wind resources, broad deployment of this
technology still has technological and operational challenges to expand their implementation in rural and
urban areas [27]. Regarding wind resource, SWTs operate in the lower part of the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer (ABL) [28] or in low heights due to mechanical design and safety restrictions. Therefore, wind flow in
these zones is not fully developed, presenting low-speed values when compare with completely-developed
wind velocity profiles at greater heights. Compared with the implementation of SWTs in rural or open
areas, its use in urban environments tends to be more complicated. As expected, the presence of turbulence
and the vertical speed gradients, caused by the roughness of the terrain, reflects in an irregular behavior of
the wind resource [29].

According to the foregoing, a successfully market penetration of SWTs requires the implementation
of strategies that allow responding to the following challenges:
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• Technology cost feasibility, in terms of manufacturing costs, maintenance costs and lifespan [30];
• Improvement in efficiency at low wind speeds in areas near the consumer centers where the resource

may no be optimal [31];
• Noise control or reduction, owing to operation of SWTs is expected to be closer to the end-consumer,

then turbines must be as quiet as possible [32]; and,
• Hybridization and integration with other sources of renewable energy, attending to the principle of

spatial and temporal complementarity of the respective natural resources [33].

Figure 1. Cumulative installed capacity worldwide.

For all aforementioned challenges, arise the need to supply practical solutions in which SWTs can
be used in low-wind speed environments (both rural or urban) with highly turbulent wind flows while
being commercially affordable. In order to address these challenges, several multidisciplinary studies
have been carried out in the last years in topics ranging from, but not limited to wind resource assessment,
aerodynamics, manufacture, control systems or micro-grids integration. Among others, the following
aspects stand out:

• As wind resource is the most differential factor when comparing SWTs with their large counterparts,
most of the recent works have focused on it. Tadie Fogaing et al. [34] reviewed wind energy resources
in urban locations, where is mentioned the requirement of SWT in applications close to consumption
areas. Therefore, the wind energy study must have a precise evaluation of the wind speed profile.

• James and Bahaj [35] focused on micro- and small-scale wind turbine in the UK context. Principally,
the authors addressed SWTs installed in buildings in the UK such as rural, suburban and urban
environments. Additionally, the authors compared the wind speed computational tool called NOABL
(Numerical Objective Analysis Boundary Layer) with annual measurements in rural, suburban and
urban areas.

• Micallef and van Bussel [36] documented recent works related to SWTs and addressed a series of
different disciplines connected to the aerodynamics in urban environments. The authors proposed an
interesting discussion on the nature of existing methodologies for assessing wind resource in urban
areas, encompassing analytical, experimental and numerical-based methods. KC et al. [37] presented
a review on the topic of SWTs in the built environment aiming to understand issues related to wind
resource, SWT performance, appropriate sitting and suitability of IEC 61400-2 in such environment.
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• Within the context of rotor aerodynamic design, the work of Karthikeyan et al. [38] is one of the most
relevant precedents, as they explore the self-starting behavior in SWTs, discuss on different devices
for the improvement of performance and, gather information on airfoil sections for wind turbine
blades for low Reynolds conditions, for which several design techniques are implemented.

• Regarding design control approaches, Menezes et al. [39] reviewed some relevant works related
to the topic of wind turbine control divided into three main areas: wind turbine torque control,
blade pitch control and grid integration control; it does not focus on SWTs neither vertical- nor
horizontal axis-wind turbines. That works recognized the small number of works that address the
wind turbine control concepts and presents a literature review of the topic to provide a base for
further investigations in the field of wind turbine control techniques. In the discussion, the authors
considered the potential of smart rotor applications and the overall potential of wind turbine control
in the sustainable energy sector.

The previous analysis allows to conclude that most of the works reported regarding SWTs tend to
focus on some specific issues without establishing a clear link between them, which would allow to have a
more holistic view of the subject. In 2015, Tummala et al. [31] presented a review on SWTs discussing wind
turbine classification, blade design, appropriate positioning, aero-acoustics, control and manufacturing in
a holistic manner. However, its approach is mostly related to control without paying much attention to
manufacturing issues. Although wind resource and aerodynamics are paramount in the effectiveness of
energy harnessing by SWTs, the implementation of both, tailored manufacturing techniques and control
systems, may contribute to further implementation of such machines.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is, on one hand, to provide a survey of the five main topics identified,
i.e., wind resource, rotor aerodynamics, manufacture techniques, control systems and hybridization
micro-grids of SWTs with horizontal-axis configuration. The interaction between these topics allows for a
better understanding of the phenomenon in its whole and shows how one topic can be better understood
when linked with the rest. On the other hand, a complement to the key topics of this review is provided by
a comparative exercises between different commercially-available SWTs. This includes identifying the
aspects mentioned previously under different resources and operating conditions and the respective effect
on the performance and finally the impact on the CoE. This procedure is structured around six different
wind turbine models, each one with particular characteristics of performance and manufacturing that
illustrate the diversity evidenced in survey sections.

The comprehensive analysis of the wind resource (Section 2) and the effects of turbulence over SWTs
operation (Section 3) produces a fundamental input for the decisions over the aerodynamic design of
the wind turbine rotor (Section 4). The final shape of the blades is a key factor for the selection of the
required manufacturing technique that guarantees both the aerodynamic shape of the blades and their
structural integrity as illustrated in Section 5. In addition, the blades’ control system (Section 6) would
have to account for the aerodynamic performance of the blades and its interaction with the available wind
resource. The above wind turbine topics affect the integration of SWTs with other renewable sources,
driving the research studies to hybrid micro-grid design to improve the energy security of some regions.
(Section 7). The identified topics and their interactions are shown in Figure 2. Finally, the assessment of
commercial wind turbines and the effect of the aforementioned topics over its performance and the CoE is
presented in Section 8.
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Wind	Resource:
Heavy dependence on terrain.
Need for accurate prediction of turbulent
flows.
Need for models suited to urban
environments.

•
•

•

Control:
Based on pitch-actuation.
Requirement for system simplicity.
Susceptible to dynamic instabilities.

•
•
•

Uref

Aerodynamics:
Adequate airfoil post-stall behavior.
Sensitivity to blade erosion.
Need to satisfy structural demand.
Need for accurate prediction tools.

•
•
•
•

Manufacturing:
Acceptable strength-to-weight ratios.
Dimensional stability.
Low-cost and simple blade
manufacture.

•
•
•

Hybridization and	Integration:
Integration with storage systems.
Electrical interconnection.
Complementarity with alternative
sources of energy.

•
•
•

Figure 2. Interaction of the proposed topics for the review.

2. Wind Resource Estimation

Global Wind Power Potential (WPP) has been estimated in 94.5 TW; regions with the highest WPP
are Europe, Russia, and the United States with 37.5, 36 and 11 TW, respectively [40]. However, data from
the European Wind Energy Association shows that low-speed winds are the most frequent; around 14 %
of the time, the wind is too slow to produce electricity with large scale wind turbines [41].

More recently, projections of the wind energy resource for most of the coastal region of the United
States shows a steady decrease, which would compromise the capacity to fully exploit the region’s
total WPP with offshore large-scale wind turbines [42]. Among that, the lack of exact predictability
and fluctuations of wind energy, conduces to problems in the power flow of transmission system,
especially when the weak nature of the grid in remote areas and the uncertainty of wind are taken
into consideration [43].

Deployment of SWTs commonly includes its installation and operation in rural areas and urban
environments. An appropriate estimation and assessment of the wind resources, including wind velocity
distribution and variation over time, is mandatory to determine the power generation and load distribution
on wind turbine’s components. In this sense, this section reviews the models to evaluate wind speed,
including those defined within the IEC standard to evaluate wind profiles in open terrains for pre-feasibility
of SWTs projects. Finally, some studies related to the behavior of small wind turbines in urban areas
are presented.

2.1. Wind Speed Estimation

Wind speed, from a mathematical point of view, is represented by space and time variables. If the
analysis is independent of time, the model usually employed to determine the wind profile developed on
a surface is described by the logarithmic law, as [36,44]:

u∞(y) =
u∗
κ

ln
(

y− d
y0

)
, (1)

where u∞(y) is the wind speed depending on the height above ground level y, κ is the von Karman
constant, d is the zero-plane displacement where the wind speed has a value of 0 m/s, y0 is the roughness
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height given by the aerodynamic effects of surface imperfections (typical values are given in Table 1),
and u∗ is the friction velocity due to the ground surface given as:

u2
∗ =

τw

ρ
, (2)

where ρ is the air density and τw is the wall shear stress [45].

Table 1. Values of height of roughness for some terrain types [36].

Terrain Type y0

Cities, forests 0.7
Suburbs, wooded countryside 0.3
Villages, country with trees 0.1
Open farmland, few trees and buildings 0.03
Flat grassy planes 0.01
Flat desert, rough seas 0.01

Wind speed anemometer measurements ure f are used as reference values at the evaluation height yre f
to determine the speed magnitude for any other height y given by [46,47]:

u∞(y) = ure f

(
y

yre f

)α

, y < yre f , (3)

being α the roughness coefficient of the ground. For a preliminary analysis, the values shown in the Table 2
can be used [47].

Table 2. Values of roughness coefficient α for some terrain types [47].

Terrain Type α

Calm sea 0.09
Agricultural area—limited presence of obstacles less than 6 m high 0.12
Agricultural area—limited presence of obstacles between 6 m and 8 m high 0.16
Agricultural area—a lot of presence of obstacles between 6 m and 8 m high 0.20
Urban or forest area 0.30

On the other hand, the wind speed profile have variable behavior respect to the time. The statistical
models are an alternative to describe the stochastic behavior of wind magnitude and direction [48].
In this regard, the Weibull and Rayleigh are Probability Distribution Functions (PDF) commonly used to
characterize wind speed magnitude frequency. Additionally, these models are usually used to estimate the
Annual Energy Production (AEP) [36]. The Weibull function is given by:

W(u∞) =

(
k
c

)(u∞

c

)k−1
exp

[
−
(u∞

c

)k−1
]

, (4)

where k is the function shape parameter, and c is a scale parameter [36,40]. In the literature, the shape
parameter is related to the terrain morphology and the wind regime, where some typical values are
reported in Table 3 [47], given the scale parameter as [49,50]:

c =
umean

Γ(1 + 1
k )

, (5)
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where, umean is the mean wind speed, and Γ is the gamma function. Rayleigh distribution is a case where
the Weibull model takes the scale parameter c equal to two (2) [40] and it is given by IEC standard [51] as:

R(uhub) = 1− exp
[
−π (uhub/2uave)

2
]

, (6)

being uhub the average wind speed at the height of the wind turbine rotor over 10 min, and uave the annual
average wind speed at the same height of uhub [51]. Finally, the annual energy production by Weibull PDF
is calculated as:

AEP = T
∫ uout

uin

W (u∞) P (u∞) du∞, (7)

where AEP refers to the total energy generated over time operation T, uin is the cut-in wind speed, uout is
the cut-out wind speed, P(u∞) is the power output given by the characteristic curve of the specific wind
turbine to be evaluated [36], and W(u∞) is the Weibull distribution given by Equation (4).

The statistical approaches are usually adjusted by real density values of air at the installation place and
corrected due to changes in pressure or temperature. It is also modified by system performance, in terms
of maintenance or availability of the power grid. The main disadvantage of this approach is that is based
on statistical models of wind measurements and the manufacturer’s P-V curve (i.e., generation power
as a function of wind speed). These values are usually experimentally estimated in a wind tunnel with
controlled parameters [29], being somehow not enough accurate when compared with the case of real
conditions.

Table 3. Values of shape parameter k for some terrain types [36].

Terrain Morphology k

Mountainous area 1.2–1.7
Great plains—Hills 1.8–2.5
Open area 2.5–3.0
coastal zone 3.1–3.5
Islands 3.5–4.0

2.2. CFD Wind Velocity Profile Estimation

The evaluation of potential SWT sites begins by recognizing the wind resource; random, erratic,
and uncontrollable behavior [52] present in large wind farms or rural areas gets worse due to buildings’
presence. Among others, turbulence high levels add constant changes in magnitude and direction of the
wind speed affecting wind energy harnessing and reliability. Due to this, the prediction of the wind profile
by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) stands out for its comprehensive implementation [36,52,53].

The Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) represents the conservation of mass and
momentum for incompressible fluids without body forces [53–55]. This model is commonly used for wind
resources characterization; it is formed by the continuity equation given by [56]:

∂ūi
∂x

= 0, (8)

and the conservation of the momentum:

∂ūi
∂t

+
∂

∂xj

(
ūiūj

)
= −1

ρ

∂ p̄
∂xi

+ v
∂2ūi

∂xj∂xj
− ∂

∂xj

(
u′iu
′
j

)
, (9)
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where ūi denotes the mean velocity, u′i is the fluctuation velocity, v is the kinematic viscosity, and u′iu
′
j

is the Reynolds-stress tensor, which is an unknown variable, that is possible to solve using Boussinesq
eddy-viscosity assumption [56,57] given by the following expressions:

τij = u′iu
′
j =

2
3

kδij − vt

(
∂ūi
∂xj

+
∂ūj

∂xi

)
, (10)

k =
1
2

u′iu
′
i =

1
2

(
u′21 + u′22 + u′23

)
, (11)

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy and vt is the kinematic eddy viscosity [58]. Additionally, it is
necessary to find two turbulence properties [56], the turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation
rate ε given by the equations:

∂k
∂t

+ ūj
∂k
∂xj

=
∂

∂xj

[
(v + vt)

σk

∂k
∂xj

]
− ε + τij

∂ūi
∂xj

, (12)

∂ε

∂t
+ ūj

∂ε

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj

[
(v + vt)

σε

∂ε

∂xj

]
+ Cε1

ε

k
τij

∂ūi
∂xj
− Cε2

ε2

k
, (13)

where vt is given by [56]:

vt = Cµ
k2

ε
, (14)

and σk and σε are Prandtl numbers, and Cε1, Cε2 and Cµ are model constant [54,55,59]. The above CFD
formulation is known as the Standard k− ε model (SKE). Alternative approaches for reproducing rural
and urban wind conditions include variations of the SKE formulation [54], Reynolds Stress Models (RSM)
or Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) techniques [53].

2.3. Standard IEC 61400-2

The IEC 61400-2 is the international regulation for SWT. This standard defines four site classes in
terms of wind speed and turbulent effects, which are a characteristic of the zone and differ depending on
the application site are shown in Table 4, where I15 is the characteristic value of the turbulence intensity at
a wind speed of 15 m/s and a is a dimensionless adjustment parameter; it is worth to mention that these
classes should not be considered for off-shore applications or when the environment presents tropical
storms [51].

Table 4. Application Site Classes for Small Wind Turbines given by IEC 61400-2 Standard [51].

SWT Class I II III IV

ure f [m/s] 50 42.5 37.5 30
uave [m/s] 10 8.5 7.5 6

I15 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
a 2 2 2 2

The standard defines two wind regimes: Normal Wind Speed Conditions (NWC) and Extreme Wind
Speed Conditions (EWC). The wind regimes and the SWT class depicted in Table 4 define the Standard
Wind Speed Conditions (SWC). SWTs designs under the NWC regime take into account the Rayleigh
distribution (see Equation (6)) according to the IEC standard [51]. Furthermore, the NWC regime also
determines the Normal Wind Speed Profile (NWP) u∞(y) (see Equation (3)) [46,51], with a value of α of
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0.2. The last NWC factor is the Normal Turbulence Model (NTM); it describes the stochastic fluctuation of
wind speed according to 10 min average measurements including the effect of magnitude and wind speed
direction variation [51].

On the other hand, to account for extreme wind loads, the IEC standard suggests the EWC regime,
which includes peak wind speed and sudden changes in direction among others. The Extreme Wind Speed
Model (EWM) addresses the 3-second gust speed estimated to be exceeded on the average only once in
50 years given by:

ue50(y) = GF uref (y/yhub)
0.11 , (15)

as well, the one expected in one year is [51]:

ue1 = 0.75 ue50. (16)

In Equations (15) and (16), yhub refers to the hub height of the wind turbine, and GF is the gust factor
defined by the IEC standard as 1.4. Both equations take into account the average variation of the wind
direction within −15◦ and 15◦ [60]. Specifically, GF is given as [61]:

GF =
û∞

u∞
, (17)

where û∞ is a wind speed peak or gust and u∞ refers to the average wind speed. The American Society of
Civil Engineers Standard establishes that a 3-s gust duration is sufficient to perceive structural damage.
Following the IEC standard, a GF of 1.4 ensures that a SWT under the corresponding reference wind
speed, will be safe under 3-second gusts; for these cases, the reference wind speed refers to 10 min average
measurements [62].

The GF model is simple but it does not represent the real gust profile [60]. Into the EWC regime,
the Extreme Operating Gust (EOG) stands that gust magnitude over N years at the hub height is [51]:

ugust,N = β

 σ1

1 + 0.1
(

D
Λ1

)
 , (18)

where D is the rotor diameter, β takes values of 4.8 and 6.4 for periods of one (N = 1) and 50 years (N = 50),
respectively; on the other side, Λ1 is the turbulence scale parameter given by:

Λ1 =

{
0.7 m ∗ yhub for yhub < 30 m,
21 m for yhub ≥ 30 m,

(19)

and, being σ1 the standard deviation of the longitudinal velocity component expressed as [51]:

σ1 = I15 (15 + a uhub) /(a + 1). (20)

Finally, the EWC defines the Extreme Direction Change (EDC) by means of:

θeN(t) = ±β arctan

 σ1

uhub

(
1 + 0.1

(
D
Λ1

))
 . (21)

which is defined over the same periods described by EOG, where β takes the same values defined for
Equation (18) [51].
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3. Turbulence Effects on Wind Profiles and STWs Perfomance

The IEC 61400-2 standard models are applicable for open terrain wind measurements; however, its use
for urban environments required considering obstacles and surface roughness present in operation areas.
Urban environments have more turbulent intensity effects than open terrains. The impact of turbulence
in the wind generation system is considered during the SWTs design process; if not, power generation
estimation will not be correct and structural components may fail during the operation [63]. Some works
that present cases in which the SWTs are evaluated under the cited standard are listed below.

The Turbulence Intensity TI is commonly used to evaluate the effect of turbulence effect over SWTs
operation and is given by [64]:

TI =
σu∞

u∞
, (22)

where σu∞ is the standard deviation of wind speed measurements over 10 min and u∞ is the average
wind speed over the same time interval [64]. It is worth to mention that the turbulence intensity does not
include a time dependent model, i.e., it does not have time information regarding the wind speed profile
fluctuations being difficult the wind speed chronological observation [37]. Further, the TI presents some
issues, particularly when the value of u∞ approaches or is equal to zero, the values of TI are greater than
100%, giving erroneous correction values. Another disadvantage is that urban environments have gusts
that significantly affect the standard deviation and TI value.

Mainly, the turbulence index’s drawback is that it considers the wind measurements distributed
normally. Moreover, when the model combines the Gaussian distribution with the TI factor, the wind
profile takes negative values, causing a mistake when the wind power generation is calculated. In this way,
Woolmington et al. [64] developed a model to characterize the turbulence behavior in the wind profile,
called Turbulent Fourier Dimension (TDF), and it was compared with the conventional turbulence intensity
model, using wind resource measurements in two places in Dublin (Ireland).

Rakib et al. [60] compared the standard IEC 61400-2 parameters with real operation measurements
of 5 kW HAWT with two blades and a rotor diameter of 5 m. The study employed three 3D ultrasonic
anemometers installed at the height of 15 m on the wind turbine tower. The system was located at the
University of Newcastle (Australia). For acquired data values, the study employed WindView software.
Wind speed was monitored over twelve months with a frequency of 20 Hz. With real data, Rakib et al. [60]
calculated the gust factor GF and compared it with the standard model. Authors concluded that standard
IEC-61400.2 did not represent the gust profile within an urban area. Rakib et al. [65] presents the
characterization of the wind resource in urban areas, precisely the vertical wind speed, and compares it
with the formulation given by standard IEC-61400 for open land. A horizontal axis wind turbine of 5 kW
rated capacity with two blades of 2.5 m long was used in the research. The wind turbine’s rated operating
parameters were a wind speed of 10 m/s, an angular velocity of 320 rpm at a TSR of 8, and it was mounted
at the height of 18 m.

Similarly, KC et al. [63] compared the standard IEC with simulated behavior of HAWT operated
in turbulent urban terrain and focused on the effects on the power output and fatigue loads. The wind
profile was based on measurements in two different places, Port Kennedy (Australia) and an open area in
Östergarnsholm (Sweden). Then, data was processed with software TurbSim v2.00 which can be used as
input for FAST software. The 5 kW wind turbine was modeled as aeroelastic in FAST v7.02.00. The wind
turbine had two blades, rated wind speed of 10.5 m/s, cut-in wind speed of 3.5 m/s, rated angular velocity
of 320 rpm with a TSR of 8. Additionally, the computational model had a passive yaw control system by a
delta-wing tail, and the design of the blades counted with the SD7062 airfoil profile over the span.

The blades of the described wind turbine had a length of 2.5 m and were simulated as made of glass
fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP). The study concluded that the turbulent model of standard IEC 61400-2
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does not represent the actual operation of small wind turbines in turbulent environments. The wind
turbine’s predicted performance in Port Kennedy using the software FAST, showed that power output
increased by turbulent present into wind profile. Still, the blade’s root presented more bending moment
than the simulation in Östergarnsholm, due to the magnitude and direction fluctuation of wind speed.

Recently, researchers have shown that power generation by wind turbines installed in urban areas
presented a reduction between 15% to 30% of nominal capacity. Wind turbine’s capacity factor has a
value of 10% in open terrain operation; the same wind turbine operating in a turbulent environment has a
capacity factor of less than 7% [66]. For these reasons, some researchers compared the IEC standard method
with real measurement during operation time to analyze the variation between theoretic conditions and
actual conditions.

Dilimulati et al. [66] present recommendations regarding the installation of wind turbines in
urban areas. The authors suggest that for deployment of SWTs in urban sectors average wind speed
must be at least 5.5 m/s. Additionally, the height installation must be at least 50% higher than the
surrounding buildings or obstacles. The hub height must be located 30% higher than the rooftop. Therefore,
the installation should be above the turbulent boundary layer.

Pagnini et al. [67] compared the performance of two wind turbines, one HAWT and one VAWT,
both had a nominal capacity of 20 kW and were installed in Savona (Italy). The study compared the electric
power generation involving the turbulence index with the power generation using the IEC 61400-12-1
standard’s statistical method. The study concluded that the manufacturers’ curves for both turbines did
not represent the real generation. This will depend on the location, the roughness of the installation site,
the direction of the wind resource, and the effects of turbulence. The HAWT model presented a more
outstanding energy production than the VAWT model; however, the HAWT was more affected by gusts
and fluctuations in the wind speed direction.

Lubitz [68] studied the Bergey XL.1 model’s behavior, a SWT with a nominal capacity of 1.0 kW
and a rotor diameter of 2.5 m. The turbine was mounted and operated in a rural area in Oxford (UK),
where the wind resource showed turbulent behavior. The power generation was estimated by measuring
the output voltage and the electric resistance of an external load. The author compared the results obtained
of P-V curve with two studies of the same turbine. Additionally, this work presented the results of
wind speed frequency and turbulence intensity. The study concluded that as TI increases at low speeds,
power generation also increases; however, when TI increases at high speeds, power generation decreases.

Ward and Stewart [69] studied the behavior of a wind turbine with a nominal capacity of 2.4 kW,
considering the effect of the turbulence index. The authors mainly compared the manufacturer’s
power-speed curve with the power generation according to the IEC standard and applied the height
correction factor for wind speed measurements (Equation (3)). The results showed that electric power
generation increased due to the increase in TI for low speeds. However, when speed increased with the
same values of TI, the turbine’s power output decreased, the same conclusion presented by Lubitz [68].

Cooney et al. [70] studied energy production by an 850 kW wind turbine. First, the author described
the resource with the wind rose and histogram, then compared the power generation calculated using
field measurements with the manufacturer’s characteristic curve. Although the turbulence index was not
involved in this study’s mathematical model, experimental measurements were adapted to the theoretical
behavior. Furthermore, that work compared the curves of the real and theoretical power coefficient
(Cp) and presented the implementation of the Weibull distribution to estimate future energy generation,
which was complemented by an economic study of the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) and Net Present
Value (NPV).

Carbó Molina et al. [71] studied different turbulence conditions of an H-Darrieus VAWT model in
a wind tunnel to identify the turbulence intensity and Reynolds number. For the experiment, the wind
tunnel had passive grids to increase the turbulent behavior inside it. Additionally, measurements were
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taken in two different wind tunnels with different sizes. The wind turbine scale model had two blades
with a 5 cm chord NACA0018 airfoil, a diameter of 0.5 m, an area of 0.4 m2, and an angular speed of
1200 rpm to simulate an operational Reynolds. The authors concluded that turbulence intensity had a
positive effect on the wind turbine’s power coefficient, increasing 20% due to the turbulent index of 0.5%
to 15%, which is higher from lower Reynolds and TSR.

Battisti et al. [29] recognized the importance of wind resource characteristics and the wind turbine at
different time scales. It refers to the time between two states of wind velocity (direction or magnitude),
that for the case of wind turbines, is the time that it spends to adapt for wind velocity changes.
The interaction of these time scales provides the integration between the natural phenomenon and a
wind turbine’s operation. Therefore, the turbine’s response to wind condition variations depends on the
time scale of the speed fluctuation and the turbine’s response characteristics. The authors concluded that
the inertial response governs the response time of the turbine. The authors also discussed the requirements
for a turbine to operate under variable wind conditions and introduced the Required Rotor Acceleration
(RRA) and Available Rotor Acceleration (ARA). The RRA is the acceleration required by the rotor to
follow a change of wind speed (Gust). For a fixed geometry and continuous monitoring of the maximum
generation point, the RRA is expressed as,

RRA =
λopt

R
u̇∞, (23)

where λopt is the optimum TSR, R is the radius of rotor and u̇∞ is the wind speed acceleration. In the case
of a large rotor radius, the RRA is smaller for any wind acceleration. On the other hand, if the turbine
rotation speed increases, a higher acceleration of the rotor is required to track wind acceleration. In this
sense, Emejeamara and Tomlin [72] studied the effect of gusts on wind speed profile and the importance of
resource tracking technologies for urban applications. The authors used a small-scale VAWT and the TI to
study the effects of turbulence, which was related to excess energy or fraction of kinetic energy when the
wind profile had gusts. The numerical value of excess energy was presented with the indicator of Excess
Energy Content (EEC) given as [72,73],

EEC(%) = (GEC− 1)× 100%, (24)

where u∞ is the mean wind speed over 10 min and GEC refers to the gust energy coefficient,

GEC =

∫ T
0 u3

∞dt

u3
∞T

, (25)

and T takes the value of 10 min. The value of EEC can be applied in the energy study to improve the
estimation of energy production. The results showed that when TI increased, there was additional energy
due to gusts in the wind profile. On the other side, the ARA is defined as the maximum available angular
acceleration when the rotor is free to accelerate under gust conditions with no contribution of the torque
applied in the opposite direction (i.e., electric generator’s torque); it is expressed as [29],

ARA = ω̇ =
Qaero

I
, (26)

being Qaero the wind turbine torque. Battisti et al. [29] concluded that the ARA for HAWTs is one order of
magnitude higher than for VAWTs of equivalent radius. This is more notable at low wind speeds, which are
more common in urban environments. Finally, two possible scenarios arise from comparing RRA and
ARA. The first one refers to when the turbine can follow the variations in speed and the parameters
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established by the control that happens when RRA < ARA occurs. On the contrary, when RRA > ARA
is met, a rotor acceleration delay is present, and the optimum TSR may not follow the wind variations
since the required acceleration is not allowed.

4. Aerodynamic Wind Turbine Rotor

Distributed generation refers to the use of small generation technologies to produce electricity close
to the end-users, becoming a more appealing alternative concerning the use of large-scale farms or
conventional plants when it comes to the supply of energy in urban and rural areas. Wind power for
distributed scale and off-grid applications has been implemented by using turbines of up to 100 kW,
commonly denominated as SWTs and, to a similar extent, with turbines in the "medium" size range of
101 kW to 1 MW [74]. Recent trends in the wind energy industry show that distributed generation,
below 10 kW, is gaining popularity in rural or isolated areas and urban environments.

The implementation of energy generation policies that allow domestic consumers to sell excess energy
into the grid increases the attractiveness of small generation units. Remote areas are another important
example of an opportunity to use small wind turbines. The penetration of an interconnected system for
the transmission of energy in this type of location must overcome several hurdles, such as geography
or economic feasibility. Projections point that SWTs are cost-effective alternatives to conventional
non-renewable and centralized generation, for use in applications such as the electrification of rural
areas and integrated in hybrid systems with solar PV generation [75]. The success of distributed wind
generation, it is bounded by aspects such as electricity generation and transmission costs, restrictions in
the required area and the difference in the LCoE when compared with other energy sources [30].

The performance of a wind turbine as a whole depends on several variables that include the
operating conditions such as wind and angular speed. The rotor blades’ operation depends on one
design element in particular: the airfoil section, which not only fixes the aerodynamic coefficients but
also the bending moment of inertia. The recent interest in using wind energy for small-scale applications,
e.g., off-grid generation as part of a hybrid system, has driven wind turbines’ design towards rotor
diameters of less than 10 m and nominal power below 10 kW. At this size ranges, a conventional
airfoil’s behavior is significantly affected by low Reynolds numbers that characterize the flow around the
rotor’s blades. This section depicts efforts concerning aerodynamic improvements in SWTs regarding its
performance in urban and rural uses.

4.1. Low Reynolds Airfoils

Smaller Reynolds numbers characterizes the flow conditions on small wind turbine blades; therefore,
the down-scaling of a wind turbine rotor for the applications in small scale generation presumably requires
a careful review of the key aspects of airfoil behavior at low Reynolds and the work that has been made so
far, to close the gap of knowledge and help to make design decisions for the conception of efficient small
HAWT. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) work on wind turbine dedicated airfoils since
the early 1990s, consists of the design and study of specially purposed airfoils use of numerical tools [76].

Somers [77] present a design methodology of airfoils for rotors with 20 to 40 m in diameter being
one of several publications that report the use of a computational tool based on the potential flow and
boundary layer theories. Those tools are used to obtain airfoil geometries from a set of specified constraints,
e.g., a specified pressure distribution. For example, the S822 (blade tip) and the S823 (blade root) airfoil
sections, designed for stall-regulated rotors with 3 to 10 m in diameter, are obtained with this design
methodology [78]. The stated design drivers for this work are a moderate maximum lift coefficient at
the blade’s tip and maximized at the root, low profile drag, and a maximum lift coefficient insensitive to
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roughness. The results on this set of airfoils report a soft stall behavior, beneficial for stall-regulation and
reduction of oscillatory loads under the gusty wind.

The variables of interest for the selection of an airfoil describe the geometry of the section in the form
of the relative thickness (t/c), and the aerodynamic efficiency, given by the maximum lift-to-drag ratio
(L/D)opt, the corresponding lift coefficient Cl,opt, and the maximum lift coefficient Cl,max. These properties
are recurrent in published works; the relevant data has been arranged in Table 5, also showing the flow
regime at which the properties are reported and the specified use for each one.

An additional work done by Somers [79] presents an improved series of airfoils: the S833 (for use at
the mid-span region of the blade), the S834 (intended for the tip region), and the S835 (designed for the
root region), all of them designed for rotors with variable-speed/variable-pitch regulation. Besides being
intended for quiet operation, these airfoil geometries aim to provide high maximum lift, independence of
roughness, low profile drag, and soft stall behavior.

Giguère and Selig [80] present a series of four airfoils for the intended use at Reynolds numbers
between 100,000 and 500,000: SG6040 (root region), SG6041 (primary airfoil), SG6042 (primary airfoil),
SG6043 (primary airfoil). These airfoils are designed for maintaining optimum lift-to-drag ratios at varying
operating conditions and are characterized on the one hand by high pitching moments, resulting from
the flat pressure gradient distribution, usually aimed to mitigate flow separation. On the other hand,
the presented analysis shows a non-smooth stall behavior, a characteristic that limits the applicability of
the presented airfoils to variable-pitch/variable-speed regulated turbines.

4.2. Airfoil Aerodynamic Aspects

The historical perspective presented by Tangler [81], highlights the importance of leading-edge
roughness independence in the design of wind turbines. It points out how the surface degradation in
the leading edge region negatively affects several NACA airfoil families’ performances used in early
wind turbine designs from the 1980s. This work also discusses the phenomenon of laminar separation
bubbles concerning wind turbine performance and points how, in the worst case, it can reduce lift while
increasing drag.

Laminar separation bubbles can occur due to high suction peaks in a low Reynolds flow over an
airfoil; this explains why the requirement of a shallow pressure gradient on the upper surface of an airfoil
is a common design constraint for low Reynolds airfoils. Lissaman [82] has discussed this particular
mechanism of separation at the beginning of the 1980s; several years before this topic was actively taken
into account in the design of wind turbine airfoils.

The reduction of high suction peaks in airfoils can be achieved with a flatter pressure coefficient
distribution over the section’s upper (or suction) surface. Geometries such as those of the SG60XX set
of airfoils are designed under this premise resulting in relative thicknesses of 10 to 16%. At this point,
the structural aspect takes relevance as both the works presented in [80,81] related to small wind turbine
airfoils to small relative thicknesses. This response to the less strict structural demands that a blade
encounters in a small wind turbine opens a new area of discussion, as slender blades can be vulnerable to
large deflections deriving in potential issues such as flutter or blade-tower collisions.

The work presented by Selig and McGranahan [83] consists of a careful experimental analysis of six
different airfoils that includes the previously mentioned S822 and S834, as well as the E387. Besides giving
insight into the nature of laminar separation bubbles with flow visualization, this work uses zig-zag tapes
to recreate leading-edge roughness in the experimental campaign. The findings show that leading-edge
roughness, as a triggering turbulent flow transition mechanism, can be beneficial in small Reynolds
(100,000) most likely by avoiding forming the laminar separation bubble. At higher Reynolds flows
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(up to 500,000), the increase in friction drag can outweigh any possible benefit derived from reducing
pressure drag.

4.3. Numerical Approaches for Aerodynamic Assessment

It is worth mentioning that extensive and rigorous experimental studies such as the one
presented in [83] are not common. Except for a series of publications containing experimental airfoil
characteristics [84–86], most of the works on airfoils for small wind turbines are focused on a single
airfoil family, a reduced group of airfoils or rely on numerical tools for predicting airfoil characteristics.
Henriques et al. [87] present a work in which an airfoil is designed by prescribing not only the load
distribution but also the thickness distribution along the chord length of the section. In this case, the airfoil
geometry is determined in an iterative way using a panel method software. The resulting airfoil is analyzed
using computational studies at Reynolds numbers between 300,000 and 1,000,000 and with an experimental
test at a Reynolds number of 60,000.

Most numerical tools for airfoil design via iterative or optimization techniques use software-based
on potential flow theory. For instance, Kim et al. [88] implement an airfoil design aiming for low noise
emissions and optimal aerodynamics using XFOIL [89], a well-known software based on panel methods.
Natarajan et al. [90] use XFOIL for studying the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil at Reynolds below
250,000. However, this kind of tool must be used carefully regarding low Reynolds applications. Based on
the potential flow theory, the original formulation of a panel method does not account for viscous effects.
Then, the approach to airfoil analysis with panel methods places three sources of uncertainty for wind
turbine analysis at low Reynolds: (1) under-prediction of drag, (2) over-prediction of the maximum lift,
and (3) inaccurate representation of the post-stall behavior.

The disadvantages of panel method models for predicting airfoil characteristics at low Reynolds
have been addressed by discussing current aspects of wind tunnel testing for wind turbines and its
components, as shown by Van Treuren [91]. A different approach is taken by Grasso [92,93], who presents
an optimization work with gradient-based methods and a hybrid approach that uses a genetic algorithm
along with a gradient method. The latter author’s work favors numerical analysis as a more feasible option
for optimization tasks, which are characterized by the inclusion of aerodynamic and structural constraints
in what is called Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO).

In this sense, an increasing level of sophistication in the modeling component of current optimization
works can be observed. A modified version of XFOIL with an improved description of maximum lift and
post-stall behavior is used in [92,93]. Benim et al. [94] use a full RANS solver along with a two-equation
turbulence model as part of an airfoil optimization problem, aiming to maximize the torque generation
while ensuring a smooth operation. The work presented by Ram et al. [95] consists of implementing a
genetic algorithm for the optimization of a small wind turbine airfoil. The optimization aims to maximize
lift while minimizing drag, including a bump in the leading edge region to force turbulent transition and
recreate the effects of leading-edge roughness. The resulting airfoil is reported to obtain a higher lift to
drag ratios than the SG6043 section.

Wata et al. [96] presents an optimized airfoil based on the SG6043 section. New geometry is generated
by geometrically combining the baseline airfoil with other airfoils for use in small wind turbines to be
analyzed later with XFOIL, considering low Reynolds numbers. Singh et al. [97] propose the design of an
airfoil considering the effects mentioned above of low Reynolds and suggest an airfoil shape with a flat
upper surface that minimizes the chances of flow separation. Avoiding laminar separation bubbles seems
to be a known aim in many recent works on airfoil design for small wind turbines and medium-scale
turbines, as happens to be the case of Hall [98].
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Table 5. Properties of reviewed airfoil sections for applications in small wind turbines.

Designation t/c (L/D)opt Cl,opt Cl,max Re Characteristics Source

S822 16% 50.2–87.0 1.00–0.78 1.06–1.45 100,000–500,000 Tip-dedicated,
smooth stall. [76]

S823 21.2% 75.6 1.03 1.23 500,000 Root-dedicated,
smooth stall. [76,78]

S833 18% - - 1.10 400,000
Quiet,

primary airfoil,
smooth stall.

[79]

S834 15% 78.8 0.75 1.12 500,000
Quiet,

tip-dedicated,
smooth stall.

[79,83]

S835 21% - - 1.20 250,000
Quiet,

root-dedicated,
smooth stall.

[79]

SG6040 16% 46.0–86.6 1.16–1.13 1.29–1.49 100,000–500,000 Insensitive to
L.E. roughness. [80]

SG6041 10% 51.5–84.4 0.86–0.61 1.15–1.36 100,000–500,000 Insensitive to
L.E. roughness. [80]

SG6042 10% 55.6–105.9 1.10–0.84 1.35–1.52 100,000–500,000 Insensitive to
L.E. roughness. [80]

SG6043 10% 59.4–125.1 1.37–1.10 1.52–1.70 100,000–500,000 Insensitive to
L.E. roughness. [80]

E387 9.1% 57–117 1.16–1.22 1.20–1.27 100,000–500,000 Roughness
Stall-insensitive. [83,86]

T.Urban 10/193 17% 18 1.44 1.76 60,000 High lift,
soft stall. [87]

NACA 63-421 17.3% 93 0.8 1.22 1,020,000 Improved L/D,
Reduced noise. [88]

AF300 14% 14.7–30.0 0.41–1.38 1.06–1.85 38,000–250,000 Delayed flow
separation [97]

USPT2 10% 72 1.2 1.72 200,000 Soft stall &
soiling insensitive. [95]

WTS 1 17.95% 112.79 1.28 1.42 750,000 Designed as
a root airfoil. [98]

WTS 2 17.95% 119.95 1.28 1.38 1,000,000 Designed as
a primary airfoil. [98]

WTS 3 18.13% 115.69 1.25 1.26 1,000,000 Designed as
a tip airfoil. [98]

Mid321a 8% 35–82 - - 50,000–250,000
Acceptable

performance
at small Re.

[90]

Mid321b 9.5% 35–83 - - 50,000–250,000
Acceptable

performance
at small Re.

[90]

Mid321c 10% 30–84 - - 50,000–250,000
Acceptable

performance
at small Re.

[90]

Mid321d 15% 76 - - 250,000
Best

performance
at high Re.

[90]

Mid321e 15% 80 - - 250,000
Best

performance
at high Re.

[90]
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The analysis of turbulent effects is a complex procedure which is often addressed with special care,
this is the case of Chillon et al. [99] and their numerical analysis on vortex generators (VG) for wind turbine
blades. The authors use source term modeling for the analysis of VG in a RANS environment, and use
a 2-equation turbulence model (k-ω SST) for flow prediction at angles of attack below 12◦. Due to the
physics of detached flows around airfoils and the vanes of VG, the authors use a detached eddy simulation
(DES) analysis for angles between 12 and 20◦ which corresponds precisely to the stall range.

5. Manufacturing Procedures

About 20% of a wind turbine cost comes from the manufacturing of its blades [100]. Therefore,
the most common material used in manufacturing SWTs is timber, mainly due to its low cost and suitable
properties. These turbines are fabricated mostly by carving or machining blades from solid blocks since
timber-laminate composites are costly. Several efforts have been reported to provide easily manufacturable
SWTs to allow rural communities for sustainable electrification. This manufacturability requires the use
of simple manufacturing tools and low-cost procedures to be performed without the use of highly
skilled personnel.

Melendez-Vega et al. [101] reported the design of a SWT based on the carving of a standard tube made
of polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The authors aimed to generate a low-cost light-weight design for residential
use in rural locations. Latoufis et al. [102] proposed a SWT blade made of wood with an estimated cost of
650 EUR for a 2.4 m diameter rotor. Pourrajabian et al. [103] investigated four timber species (i.e., alder, ash,
beech, and hornbeam) for use in small blades. The authors included the design and optimization of solid
and hollow blades by using genetic algorithms. Other alternatives include the use of metal in windmill’s
blades, which are often fabricated by rolling galvanized steel [104]. Latoufis et al. [105] investigated the
effect of leading-edge erosion on locally manufactured SWTs on power performance and acoustic noise
emissions. Eroded wind turbine blades were found to increase 10% acoustic emissions over a range of
wind speed from 4 m/s while the power reduction can be up to 23.7%.

5.1. Composite Reinforced Materials

However, when the blade length increases (approximately more than 1.5 m), it is challenging to obtain
knot-free planks, limiting the use of timber. Here is where composite laminates start to play an essential
role by providing an alternative with higher specific properties to reduce inertia [103]. The most common
composite materials employed include glass fiber and carbon fiber as reinforcements and polymers (resins)
such as vinylester, polyester, and epoxy. Epoxy resins stand out by their most extended shelf life and higher
fatigue resistance; however, their main drawback is related to ultraviolet degradation, which implies the
need for coatings [106].

In the cases where composite materials are utilized, many of the issues related to the manufacturing
of large wind turbines apply to the small-scale case. The standard method for manufacturing wind
turbines blades from composite materials consists of machined molds from thin templates, which are
then spaced along the span with the gaps filled with the composite system. However, in SWT blades,
dimensional accuracy is more critical since an optimum aerodynamic design needs to compensate for
the small diameter [106]. Generally speaking, the first composite blades were manufactured by the hand
lay-up technology in open molds; however, the technology evolved towards more advanced techniques.
In most cases, the fabrication of wind turbine blades is performed as two shells in conjunction with spar or
internal webs that are bonded together [107].

As stated by Clausen et al. [104], high-performance wind turbine blades made of composite materials
requires variations in chord and pitch along the blade so that pultruded profiles are not suitable. The most
common manufacturing techniques for SWTs, once the mold is fabricated, is the Resin Film Infusion
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technology (RFI) [107]. RFI includes Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM), also known
as Vacuum Injected Molding (VIM), and Resin Transfer Molding (RTM). Vacuum infusion lacks being
suitable for in-mass production since it is laborious and requires meticulous work. However, this method
has been low-cost and ideal for producing a small number of blades. Besides, it minimizes tooling costs
and decreases development time [108]. For high-volume production, RTM appears to be a more suitable
technique in conjunction with its variations like Light RTM (LRTM) [106].

Hutchinson et al. [100] demonstrated that by using LRTM in comparison with VARTM, it is possible
to reduce the cost by 3% and improve dimensional accuracy by 5.5%. Other improvements were reported
as the reduction of resin wastage, infusion time, and void formation; this latter led to an increase in the
composite’s mechanical performance. Several experimental and numerical works are dealing with void
formation, aiming to predict and prevent its appearance [109–113].

The structural design procedure of a low-speed, horizontal axis, bio-inspired wind turbine blade made
of carbon/epoxy is presented in [114]. The methodology included the the mechanical characterization of
the carbon fiber composite material, CFD aerodynamic evaluation of the pressure distribution profile of
the blade, and Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) simulations to find a configuration which allows balance
between aerodynamic and dynamic inertial loads, ensuring an almost undeformed geometry during wind
turbine’s operation. Then, the authors designed a manufacturing process based on Vacuum Assisted Resin
Injection (VARI) for the bio-inspired SWT [115]. The authors performed a study to analyze the resin flow
in the manufacturing process simulating different injection strategies. VARI offers advantages over RTM
like lower tooling cost, lower injection pressures, and reduced volatile emissions.

Fabrication of blades that mimic some type of biological system is gaining interest in the scientific
community. Kaminski et al. [116] developed a bio-inspired gravo-aeroeslastic scaling method to structurally
scaling wind turbine blades from large wind turbines to 1/100-th scaled models. The scaled model can
be low cost, requires light mass while maintaining adequate stiffness. These were fabricated by additive
manufacturing inspired by bone growth. Similarly, Ikeda et al. [117] designed and fabricated a SWT with
bird-inspired flexed wing morphology, demonstrating that the proposed blades outperformed conventional
designs by 8.1% in a proposed Robustness Index. A prototype of the blade was fabricated for validation
purposes with a 2-mm-thick hollow structure made of CFRP. Other example of bio-inspiration can be seen
in [118–120].

5.2. Emerging Manufacturing Techniques

New advances led by the aerospace industry have allowed Automated Tape Lay-up (ATL) and
automated Fiber Placement (FP) techniques to be considered for wind turbine blades manufacturing,
aiming to reduce costs and ease production. However, as much larger thicknesses are expected in wind
turbines blades in conjunction with larger dimensions compared with aircraft composites, some challenges
need to be overcome before a broad implementation of such promising alternatives [107]. According to
Watson et al. [121], future emerging manufacturing technologies in the wind power sector must focus
on reducing costs and manufacturing tolerances. These include fabric-based materials and additive
manufacturing for both molds and blades. Additive manufacturing is promising, particularly in the case of
small wind turbines, since it is possible to manufacture complex blade shapes without requiring expensive
molds [122].

Several types of research have been carried out within this context in recent years.
Poole and Phillips [123] used additive manufacturing to fabricate wind turbine blades of Polylactic
Acid (PLA). The authors tested several reinforced methods, i.e., pour filled, short fiber infused
and pultruded rod-reinforced, concluding that pultruded rod-reinforced was the most suitable.
Chaudhary and Prakash [124] fabricated a 0.24-m long blade using additive manufacturing with
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Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS). However, the drawback of this technique is related to final product
strength and stiffness. Additionally, the use of these additive manufacturing materials raises a concern
regarding fatigue resistance issues since they have not been certified yet for wind turbine blades under
an existing standard. The solution to this issue may be to use reinforcements for the polymers used as
inks. Rahimizadeh et al. [125] proposed a systematic scheme based on grinding and sieving to recycle
the constituents of the scrap blades and reuse them in a Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) process for
improving the mechanical performance of additive manufacturing components.

Recently, the discussion of the paradox of utilizing petroleum-based materials in the manufacture of
wind turbines aiming to be sustainable technologies has led to exploring other alternatives. This includes
the investigation of bio-based resins and bamboo [103]. Bamboo-based composites, particularly,
have demonstrated suitability by offering higher strength and stiffness over birch constructed laminates
[104]. Shah et al. [126] showed that flax is a potential structural replacement to traditional E-glass fiber for
small wind turbines. The flax blades were 10% lighter than blade made of glass fiber composites offering
advantages in the manufacturing such as no handling itching and inhalation hazardous.

In Table 6, a summary of the reported manufactured small wind turbine is presented indicating
material and manufacturing process when reported.

Table 6. Noncommerical manufactured small wind turbines.

Blade Length (m) Blade Weight (kg) Material Manufacturing Process Source

NR 5.5 E-glass/Polyester NR [127]
0.24 4.8 ABS 3D printing [124]
1.9 NR Carbon fiber/Epoxy VARI [115]
9.6 NR Composite materials NR [128]
3.5 NR Flax/Polyester LRTM [126]
3.5 NR E-glass/Polyester LRTM [126]
2.5 7.8 Glass fiber/Epoxy Hand layup/vacuum bagging [129]
NR NR PVC NR [101]
3.2 NR Carbon and glass fiber VARTM [126]

6. Control Systems Approaches

This section presents several works related to both active and passive blade and rotor control systems.
As it has been throughout this review, the studies shown in this chapter are limited to SWTs and does
not include control techniques and technologies concerning the generator. Instead, the focus is on HAWT
blades, especially for pitch, yaw, and stall control techniques.

An innovative blade design is presented by Xie et al. [130], this blade’s outer section can be folded
out of the rotor’s plane to regulate the pitch of the blade and, thus, control the energy conversion
efficiency. In a posterior work made by the same authors, this wind turbine was build and tested in a
wind tunnel; the results showed that the maximum power coefficient could be reduced by up to 82.8%
by fold control [131]. Hatami and Moetakef-Imani [132] present an improvement for a small scale HAWT
pitch control made by implementing a Self-Tuning Regulator (STR) into it. The resulting pitch control
regulates the rotor speed fluctuations above the rated wind speed in a better way since it can adjust the
controller gains in real-time. The wind turbine was modeled with FAST; this model estimates the wind
turbine parameters, and the obtained information is used to adjust the gain of a PDI controller for the
pitch of the blades.

The work presented by Rocha et al. [133] demonstrated that pitch control has a significant effect on the
performance of urban installed wind turbines. BEM theory was used to model a HAWT with a fixed TSR.
Different blade pitch angles and analysis of variance demonstrated that a blade pitch control system could
be an effective method for improving the wind turbine’s performance in urban conditions. A comparison
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between two different control systems and their influence over flicker emissions, voltage fluctuations,
and mechanical loads is presented in Mohammadi et al. [134]. Yaw controlled 10 kW HAWT, and an
electromechanical model simulates a stall-controlled 10 kW HAWT by using different software. It was
concluded that the stall-controlled wind turbine provided better results in terms of flicker emissions,
voltage fluctuations, and mechanical loads that the yaw-controlled one. To better accommodate the
nonlinearities of wind turbine systems, Civelek [135] propose a fuzzy logic controller for blade pitch.
This controller’s coefficients are optimized with an advanced genetic algorithm and resulted in better
output power stability. The folding of the blade also reduces the rotor’s diameter and thus, the amount of
energy available for exploitation is also reduced.

Khaled et al. [136] presented a study related to how the performance of a small scale HAWT is affected
by the length and the cant angle of a winglet. Different designs, lengths, and cant angles of winglets
were optimized by using an artificial neural network while CFD simulations were made to measure the
influence of said winglets in the Cp and thrust force of the wind turbine. The best results were obtained for
a winglet length of 6.32% of the rotor radius and cant angle of 48.3◦.

Venkaiah and Sarkar [137] developed a free fuzzy feedforward PID pitch controller for HAWT.
BEM theory was used to estimate the aerodynamic load acting on the blade and determine the maximum
power capture pitch angle. An electrohydraulic actuator is controlled by the proposed fuzzy feedforward
PID controller that achieved a performance index of 0.08606, 0.08849, and 0.09809 with normal leakage,
high leakage, and very high leakage, respectively. Siavash et al. [138] reported a study where a small wind
turbine was equipped with a controllable nozzle-diffuser duct that surrounds the rotor; the mechanism
controls the speed of the flow and the drag forces acting on the turbine structure. The duct consists of
a fixed ring and a diffuser which can rotate on each other. This experimental turbine was tested in a
low-speed wind tunnel with the duct in different configurations. The results showed that the controllable
nozzle-diffuser augments the power output up to 50% and the rotor speed by up to 61%.

Plasma actuators are devices that can locally ionize the air and thus alter the speed and direction of
the surrounding airflow. The work reported by Jukes [139], a plasma actuator control system, based on
a Surface Dielectric Barrier Discharge (SDBD), was implemented on a small scale HAWT. The study
determined that the flow separated from the blade’s suction surface radially outwards from the blade
root as the TSR is reduced. Placing plasma actuators in different SWTs blade areas allows energizing the
boundary layer, reducing flow separation in the middle to tip sections of the blade. It can reduce the
torque due to aerodynamic drag by up to 24%, proving the feasibility of implementing smart rotor control
based on plasma actuators.

A novel mechanism for improving rotor energy capture and load performance consist in the use of
rotor blades with bend-twist coupling. This technology has been explored numerically for inducing a
passive torsional response in the blades of the rotor in different applications; for instance, the work of
Maheri et al. [140] reports increments in AEP of up to 13% while Nicholls-Lee and Turnock [141] shows
increments in AEP of 2.65% for a rotor with variable pitch and bend-twist coupling.

Similar works with a numerical approach have been performed on different multi-megawatt
wind turbines such as Barr and Jaworski [142], which reports a 14% increase in AEP for a 5 MW
rotor. Passive bend-twist coupling incorporates several technologies for blade torsional actuation,
including composite material anisotropy, with and without tow steering and, geometrical approaches
based on swept blade designs as demonstrated in the aeroelastic and structural design works of
Capuzzi et al. [143–145]. The use of this passive technologies is not limited to direct power increase,
as some studies such as that of Zahle et al. [146] have evidenced their effectiveness for load alleviation,
using numerical simulation in large rotors and combining active blade pitching for energy capture in
the below-rated range with passive bend-twist coupling for load alleviation in the above-rated range.
Given the complexity in modeling for this kind of design problems, several authors have opted for
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novel optimization techniques, such as Restrepo-Montoya et al. [147], who proposes a metamodel-based
methodology to design laminates with bend-twist coupling effect by means of genetic algorithms (GA)
and artificial neural networks (ANN) integrated with a finite element model (FEM) capable of defining the
stacking sequence that a laminate needs to reach a certain twist angle when submitted to bending load.
This kind strategy resembles to that of Herath et al. [148] who uses a GA approach for optimization of
composite layup in a morphing blade with induced bend-twist coupling by differential stiffness elements.
In other cases, the application of GA is used in the joint design of rotor geometry and structures taking
global parameters such as AEP or CoE as the cost function of the optimization exercise [149–151].

Although the focus of this survey is on HAWTs, there are several works on blade controlling of VAWTs
whose principle may potentially be applied to HAWTs. Bianchini et al. [152], a BEM model, was used to
explore different pitch control strategies for VAWT rotors. The BEM model was successfully validated
via CFD simulations, and it was determined that an optimized pitch could result in better exploitation of
higher-lift parts of the blade’s polar during the rotation. Three pitch optimization strategies were presented
and concluded that wind speed-dependent strategies to optimize the pitch angle produce a greater annual
energy output but the increased complexity of those systems might not be compensated. The authors also
concluded that a fixed pitch optimization approach could result in a cost-free improvement of the VAWT.

An intelligent pitch angle control for an H-VAWT is presented by Abdalrahman et al. [153]. The Cp of
the turbine is calculated with data obtained by CFD simulations of an H-VAWT blade at different TSRs.
The results of these simulations were used to make an aerodynamic model of the rotor. This model was
then used to create an intelligent blade pitch controller for each blade’s pitch angle by using an artificial
neural network. The obtained controller resulted in superior power output for the VAWT when compared
with a standard PDI controller.

Sagharichi et al. [154] made a work that consisted of four different pitch functions with different
amplitudes used to evaluate the relationship between the pitch angle and the self-starting performance for
both a fixed pitch and a variable pitch H-VAWTs. All cases had better results with the amplitude of case 1
is reported to have achieved the least time required for starting and to have an increase of 34% in power.

7. Hybridization and Integration

One of the main disadvantages of wind energy is its variability in time due to the intermittent
nature of the wind speed, therefore, the energy distribution also has the same behavior. For this reason,
wind speed is classified as a variable renewable energy source (VRE) [155]. There are two ways to solve
the effects of resource variability and guarantee energy security: (1) storage systems [156] and (2) electrical
interconnection systems [157]. However, insufficient storage and the absence of interconnection in some
areas increases the uncertainty that the installed capacity adequately supply the energy demand [158].

By composing a hybrid system that integrates wind generation and other renewable sources,
including a storage system such as a battery bank [15], it is possible to meet the energy demand of
a region [159]. Koutroulis et al. [160] found that systems composed of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels,
wind turbines and battery banks (BB) meet the demand of unconnected sectors to transmission networks,
even achieving lower values in capital and maintenance costs than systems that have only PV or WT.

Additionally, it is possible to facilitate the integration and complementary of VREs through the
interconnection of spatially distributed generators or the use of complementary generators, operations that
apply monitoring or response to demand, oversizing of storage systems with hydrogen, the use of electric
vehicles as storage concept [161], generation prediction [33], or adaptive droop control [162].

The concept of complementarity between renewable resources is of evident relevance in this context,
mainly as an indicator of the energy security for a particular region. Renewable resources such as sunlight
and wind depend on the space and time of the area where the energy system is operated. Factors such
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as height above sea level, temperature, humidity, topography, or presence of clouds, directly affect the
generation of VRE.

This condition does not depend on whether the resource is renewable or not, the accessibility of fossil
fuels in the region or its surroundings is also evaluated. However, it is a reality that the wind resource is
present in all regions to a lesser or greater extent, making it essential for complementarity in electricity
generation [158].

Spatial complementarity occurs when two or more energy sources coincide in a specific region,
and temporal complementarity refers to periods of availability when complementary there is in the time
domain. In this way, the concept of space-time complementarity is generated, where multiple energy
sources are simultaneous both in time and space [33].

Jurasz et al. [33] presented some correlations and indices to quantify the amount of energy
complementarity. Among these correlations are Pearson’s, Kendall’s, Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficients, canonical correlation analysis (CCA), and cross-correlation. In the case of the indices,
the complementary index of wind and solar radiation (CIWS) and an index that integrates the geographic
regression model and the principal component analysis (PCA) stand out.

Mahesh and Sandhu [163] shown a summary of the complementarity of solar and wind resources,
the authors dealt the mathematical modeling, system constraints when integrating battery banks, and the
reliability of hybrid renewable energy systems. Shivarama Krishna and Sathish Kumar [164] affirmed
that the hybrid systems are the best option for building modern power grids, including economic,
environmental, and social benefits.

Chauhan and Saini [165] presented a summary of the possible configurations in the integration
of renewable energies, options of storage technologies, the mathematical modeling of wind systems,
micro-hydroelectric systems, PV solar systems and bioenergy systems, in addition to a summary of the
numerical methods to optimize the sizing of hybrid renewable energy systems and control systems for
energy management. Siddaiah and Saini [166] also presented some optimization techniques and identified
the renewable sources of each study, the objective function of each algorithm, and whether the search
approach was economic, environmental, social, or technical.

Tezer et al. [167] evaluated optimization methods for hybrid systems, some objective functions,
and emphasized in some hybrid optimization models. Kajela and Manshahia [168] summarized the types
of renewable energies, their advantages and disadvantages, the importance of hybrid systems, some typical
hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES), the modeling of objective functions, their restrictions, and the
computational tools for optimization in sizing.

One of the challenges in the integration of wind and solar systems is related to the compatibility
in voltage, where the photo-voltaic solar system responds faster than the wind system [169]. In this
way, studies have been carried out addressing this integration from the control of electrical variables.
Chaib et al. [169] presented a control system that coupled the wind and solar systems through two switches
that converge on a DC bus. In the same aim, Huu [162] developed an adaptive control for a storage system
for DC distribution networks. The authors introduced DC distribution micro-grids, the conventional
droop control method, the battery storage system model, and the adaptive droop method.

Sinha and Chandel [170] summarized the trends in the optimization methods for hybrid systems,
focused on solar and wind technologies, the authors also presented a comparative table showing the
strengths and weaknesses when using iterative approaches, graphic models, probabilistic approximations,
linear programming, and trade-off methods. Khare et al. [171] also summarized the systems composed
of solar and wind technologies, and focused on the review of evolutionary techniques for optimization,
where genetic algorithms (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) stand out [7]. Al-falahi et al. [172]
presented the developments in optimization methodologies for sizing HRES, mainly focused on the
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integration of wind and solar systems, and described the comparison between the different objective
functions and restrictions of each method.

Several authors highlight the low cost of PV systems into HRES systems when the hybridization
sizing includes also wind energy generation. Maleki and Pourfayaz [173] carried out the sizing of
an autonomous hybrid solar-photovoltaic/wind/bank-battery system using MATLAB and various
evolutionary algorithms such as PSO, tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA), improved particle
swarm optimization (IPSO), improved harmonic search (IHS), a hybrid model between IHS and SA,
and artificial bee swarm optimization (ABSO). The best results obtained by the authors shown that PV/BB
systems reached fewer total annual cost (TAC) values than the WT/BB systems.

On other hand, Torres-Madroñero et al. [7] presented the sizing of PV/WT/BB hybrid system, using a
computational tool on Python that implemented GA and PSO methods with single and multi-objective
function, involving TAC and levelized cost of energy (LCoE). The authors concluded that when the
optimization method searched the best configuration with economical criterion (TAC or LCoE), the HRES
systems had 100% of photo-voltaic generation, obtaining LCoE values between 0.160 and 0.287 USD/kW-h,
depending on the energy demand case.

In the same way, Mayer et al. [174] studied a novel method for sizing a hybrid system based on the
environmental impact throughout the life cycle of the equipment involved in the HRES. The authors
employed the multi-objective function with the mentioned environmental factor and the net present
cost (NPC) by the GA method. The HRES configuration took into account photo-voltaic solar energy,
wind energy, solar heat collector, heat pump, heat storage, battery bank, and heat insulation thickness.
The study concluded that if the configuration got away from economic optimum to reduce the
environmental impact, the installed photo-voltaic capacity increased, being the most profitable way
to reduce emissions.

8. Assessment of Currently Available SWTs

Some of the most relevant concepts for aerodynamics, wind resource, manufacturing and control
strategies that have been discussed in previous sections are now analyzed from energy generation and
energy cost point of view. This analysis is based on three indicators: the AEP, the capacity factor,
(CF), and the CoE. The definition in Equation (7) is adopted for the calculation for the AEP. The wind
resources under analysis have been defined as hypothetical cases by assuming Weibull probability
distribution functions following Equation (4). The difference in mean wind speed and shape factor for each
distribution is expected to describe wind conditions at sites of different characteristics; however, these do
not correspond to actual measured data and should be considered when interpreting the subsequent
results. Likewise, the power curves for the considered wind turbine models are taken as provided by
certification reports although the real data is naturally subject to variations that might affect the outcome
of the calculations. The ratio between the annual energy output and the annual energy output at rated
conditions is given by the CF, defined in [175–177] as:

CF =
AEP (kWh)

Prated (kW) · 8760 h
(27)

The model for the CoE is based on the annual fixed cost (C f ix) and the operation and maintenance
cost (CM&O), both of them estimated on a yearly basis. The final definition is given by:

CoE =
C f ix + CO&M

AEP
(28)
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The calculation of the fixed cost is based on a simple payback time analysis, assuming a 6% interest
rate p.a. and a 10 year payback period; this results in a 13.6% annuity for the yearly payment of the initial
investment. The initial investment represents the installed costs, assumed as 7500 USD/kW; similarly,
the value of CM&O is assumed as 40 USD/kW. All of the data on wind turbine cost is directly adopted
from official sources [74,178,179] and it must be mentioned that the availability of information on actual
project costs as seen by manufacturers and operators is scarce and varies from year to year. In this sense,
the results from preceding calculations are based on averaged values for the sake of illustration on typical
wind turbine costs.

8.1. Results

Six different wind turbine models are considered, and their characteristics are shown in Table 7,
including the manufacturer, model, rotor diameter D, swept area A, rated power Prated, rated wind
speed urated, cut-in speed uin, cut-out speed uout, and control type (yaw, pitch or brake control). Model 1,
for example, corresponds to a machine with a wooden built rotor that points to a low-cost manufacturing.
Model 6, corresponds to a modern SWT with a simplified blade geometry while Model 3 corresponds to
SWT with a rotor specially designed to endure strong winds.

Table 7. Wind turbines models.

Model Manufacturer Model Name D A Prated urated uin uout Yaw Pitch Brake

[m] [m2] [kW] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] Control Control Control

1 Latoufis et al. [102] 2.4 m-HP 2.4 4.5 0.53 10.5 3 N/A Passive Fixed-pitch N/A

2 Xzeres [180,181] Skystream 3.7 3.7 10.9 2.1 11 3.5 16.5 Passive Fixed-pitch
Regulated

rotor brake

3 Kingspan [182] KW6 5.5 23.7 5.2 11 3.5 N/A Passive Fixed-pitch
Over-speed

protection

4 Endurance [183] S343 6.4 31.9 5.4 11 4.1 17 Passive
Fixed-pitch

stall regulated
Rotor brake

5 Enair [184] E200 9.8 75.4 18.0 11 1.85 30 Passive Active
Regulated

rotor brake

6 Bergey [25,185] Excel 10 7.0 38.5 8.9 11 2.5 N/A Passive Fixed-pitch
Over-speed

protection

It is expected that the diversity in the selected turbines have a direct impact the CoE, as each machine’s
sophistication should impact the capital costs consequently. One aspect common to all models is these start
rated power operation at wind speeds around 11 m/s, a typical rated wind speed for places with adequate
wind resources. In contrast, the behavior of power in the above-rated wind speed range, as shown in
Figure 3, is different for each model.

Some turbines reach maximum power above 12 m/s (i.e., for Model 2, Model 3, Model 4, and Model 6) or
present power drops for high wind speeds as is the case for Model 4. With a similar intention, five different
wind resources are adopted for the CoE calculation. These are based on the Weibull probability distribution
and are illustrated in Figure 4.

According to Figure 3, the turbines corresponding to Model 1, Model 2, Model 3, and Model 4 are
characterized by relatively smaller power ratings, ranging from 530 W for Model 1 to 5.4 kW for Model 4,
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whereas Model 5 and Model 6 are both situated above the 8 kW threshold in terms of rated power. Model 1
has a significantly smaller cost compared to the remaining models, not only because of its size, but also
because it has been specifically designed as a low-cost solution for rural electrification. The influence
of the material and manufacturing techniques is still yet to be verified; nevertheless, a significant drop
in capital cost is expected when comparing more sophisticated blade manufacturing techniques for
high-performance composite materials to manual and simpler manufacturing techniques for cheaper
materials such as wood.

A wide distribution in velocity magnitude characterizes the wind resources for Case 4 [67] and
Case 5 [35]; this kind of resource, typical for coastal and open areas and for flat places, is highly variable,
as consequence the AEP, shown in Figure 5, is consistently better in these cases for each wind turbine
model. The corresponding Weibull distributions (see Figure 4) show favorable frequencies for wind speeds
at both the below-rated and above-rated wind speed ranges.

Both Case 1 [35] and Case 2 [60] reveal a lower performance, most likely associated to the prevalence
of wind speeds below the typical cut-in values for the considered wind turbines. A smaller degree of
variation is also observed, compared to the previously discussed cases, which have significant production
in the beyond-rated range. For Case 1 and Case 2, a typical wind turbine model can be expected to deliver
most of the AEP by operating within the below-rated range, which is at wind speeds between cut-in and
rated values; this is reflected by the corresponding capacity factors, shown in Figure 6.

The economic analysis presented here considers capital costs for each SWT, including operation and
maintenance costs, without incorporating the machine’s lifespan. The simple CoE, in USD/kWh has been
estimated for each Model and Case with the model described at the beginning of the section.

An interesting result is the CoE for Model 1 shown in Figure 7, with lower values than any of the other
models and regardless of the wind resource. The low costs associated to wooden blade manufacturing and
simplified wind turbine construction can be pointed as the driving factors for this result.

The results for Model 5, with a nominal power of about 17 kW, show the second-best performance in
terms of CoE, particularly when considering adequate wind resources, such as those of Case 4 and Case 5;
in addition, it must be mentioned that this wind turbine makes use of a variable pitch control, resulting in
superior rotor conversion efficiency when compared with other models. The wind resource of Case 3 [35]
results in Model 5 having a competitive CoE, and this may be attributed to more widespread distribution
of wind frequencies.
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Figure 3. Power curves for reported wind turbine models.

Figure 4. Probability distributions for the wind resource cases [35,60,67].
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Figure 5. Estimation of AEP in kWh for different wind turbines and wind resources.
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Figure 6. Calculated capacity factors.

The Model 6 presents a similar performance to that of Model 5 but with slightly higher CoEs as the
AEP reduces by almost a half. Such a reduction in energy output can be attributed to the fact that the
rotor of Model 6 has blades with fixed pitch and apparently constant twist and chord distributions. Such a
simplified rotor geometry can be expected to result in a smaller power output but, the associated reduction
in wind turbine cost compensates the cost of electricity as shown in this analysis.
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Figure 7. Calculated Cost of Electricity in USD/kWh.

The wind resource of Case 1 has resulted in an interesting set of CoEs, showing the highest variation
with respect to the wind turbine model. A similar outcome is observed for Case 2 which indicates that the
narrow probability distributions shown earlier in Figure 4 results in a CoE that is highly dependent on the
shape of the power curve and on the cut-in wind speed for each particular wind turbine model.

The relative similarity in CoE observed for Case 4, Case 5, and Case 3 can be attributed, under the
same reasoning, to the wider probability distributions for these three wind resources. The data for Model 4
in Figure 7 shows a difference in the values of CoE, with significantly higher costs for wind resources
with narrow probability distributions (case 1 and case 2). It must be said that Model 4 is characterized by
a relatively high cut-in wind speed and a power reduction in the above rated-range, associated to the
stall-regulated blades.

In summary, this analysis reveals that if a low-cost turbine can achieve a modest power output for a
set of variable conditions, the low-cost factor can significantly help bring down the CoE, with moderate
sensitivity to the wind resource variability. For models produced with more sophisticated manufacturing
processes and materials, such as Model 2 to Model 6, a poor matching between the power curve and
wind resource inevitably results in lower capacity factors. This could drive the CoE to very high values,
rendering the machine disadvantageous in sites with small average wind speeds and little variation.

9. Conclusions

This review has tested several hypotheses about the current state of the five discussed topics. For wind
resource assessment, this review shows that the existing literature focuses on typical wind speed estimation,
present wind velocity consideration in standard IEC, and finally, in studies of the operation under turbulent
environments. This shows that previous studies have focused on issues that affect rotor performance,
airfoil design, and methodologies for flow analysis for rotor aerodynamics.

Regarding manufacture, this paper demonstrated that many works’ current aim is to keep the cost as
low as possible. However, in some works, the recent tendency is to use advanced materials to improve
efficiency. For control systems, this review shows that most published articles have been reported on
active control systems for SWTs and that passive control techniques remain mostly unexploited. Finally,
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this study presents the complemnetariety of wind technology with other renewable energy generators,
introducing the sizing and control of hybrid micro-grids systems.

The analytical model presented by Equation (1) is a first approximation for a value of mean wind
speed. This can be used to estimate the critical load on blades or other mechanical components. However,
the log-law model must not assess the power generation for a wind turbine because it does not depend on
the time; for this reason, the final estimation of power output will not be the right approach. The design of
a wind turbine system requires an energetic study, and the approach given by Equation (7) is ideal for
estimating the total energy over one operation year.

Additionally, the most frequent wind speed of Weibull or Rayleigh distribution can be used to
calculate the critical operation load with the integration of safety factor under designer’s criteria or
following the IEC standard that presents ure f in Table 4. However, when the project and design request is
an accurate estimation of power energy and load, the third approach by CFD models is usually employed.
Compared with log-law and statistical models, it has a more computational cost and time investment to
reach the aim.

Generally, in the studies reported in this work, the standard IEC 61400-2 does not represent the real
operation features to small wind turbines that work in urban environments. However, the importance of
mathematical models given by standard is useful to designers for conceptual design when SWTs operate
in open areas. Moreover, this standard serves as a start point to implement correction models for SWT in
urban places.

The majority of researchers compare the IEC standard with their studies involving experimental
methods where wind tunnels and wind turbine models or real measurements during operation are used.
The criteria for selecting one of these methodologies are related to the required accuracy and the state of
maturity of the project.

Some of the studies recognized that the gust effect has additional energy that the wind turbines can
extract in urban areas; this is evident by the indicator EEC presented by Emejeamara et al. [73]. However,
the excess of energy is limited by wind systems’ capacity to track or adapt their performance as function
of change of wind speed either by direction or magnitude. For this reason, Battisti et al. [29] presented the
reaction capacity of a wind turbine, and its relation with the time scales of response, the time scales of
change wind speed, the acceleration required by the wind turbine to adapt to wind speed acceleration,
and the maximum acceleration permissible to reach by the turbines.

All of these factors [29] converged in wind tracking index WTI, which is the quotient between ARA
and RRA. If WTI is greater than or equal to 1, the turbine will accelerate to following the control parameters.
Still, if WTI take values less than 1, the wind turbine will have a critical operation and will not be reactive
to magnitude and direction wind fluctuations. In particular, higher ARA are obtained for HAWT at higher
speeds; thus, WTI is higher to HAWT than VAWT, in this way these type of turbine is more reactive and
enabled for tracking gust. In general, small diameters are required to operate in areas which require a
rapid reaction [29].

When implementing conventional airfoils in low Reynolds conditions (predominating in the operation
of small wind turbines), some of the main issues are laminar separation bubbles, causing early flow
transition or causing separation from the leading edge of the airfoil. This phenomenon decreases lift while
increasing drag considerably, which is the less convenient wind turbine blade behavior.

Wind turbines’ operation can become less efficient due to erosion in the leading edge of the blade;
therefore, an airfoil with design properties that are insensitive to leading-edge roughness is more
convenient for wind energy applications with low Reynolds flows. Several works impose the constraint
of shallow pressure distribution over the airfoil’s upper surface to avoid adverse pressure gradients that
result in trailing edge separation. In this case, the design problem is based on inverse methodologies for
determining airfoil shape that satisfies a prescribed pressure distribution.
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Although not many works are published regarding blade and rotor control focused on SWT,
this review shows the great variety of technologies studied in recent years: from simulations of
different yaw or pitch controllers to plasma actuators to control flow separation to folding blades and
shrouded rotors. Many of the reviewed works for rotor control show simulation techniques and theories.
For these simulations to be accurate for SWT applications, the inputs related to wind conditions are
critical, considering the available wind resource requirements on the environments where STWs are
usually implemented.

This shows the importance of accurate and reliable wind resource assessments and measurements to
develop and implement appropriate control techniques on SWTs successfully. A relatively small number
of articles were published on blade and rotor control systems made explicitly for SWTs. This highlights an
issue with the studies made on SWTs that tend to scale down the same technologies used for large-scale
wind turbines and expect them to work similarly. This ignores the differences between large and small
scale wind turbines regarding aerodynamic considerations and the wind resource’s particularities on the
usual environments where SWTs operate.

Regarding the operation, feasibility concerns are raised in wind generation systems based on SWTs,
both for grid-connected or off-grid operation. In grid-connected applications, the required electrical
connections and access to the installation zone represent an economic barrier. Conversely, when the
system operates off-grid, instrumentation for wind speed measurement and civil construction foundations
must be considered in the project since these often imply high costs [35]. These costs may be unattractive
for rural and urban applications both in grid-connected and off-grid projects if generated power is not
enough. Among technical challenges of all diverse nature, such as noise or performance, certification is a
crucial aspect in which progress must be made, considering it is essential to opt for government incentives.
Furthermore, the cost of accredited testing and certifications are pointed as a critical hurdle given the high
price that such processes can reach for a single small wind turbine model.

Despite that PV systems stand out with fewer cost than SWTs, the economic study carried out by CoE
in this review show that depending on the wind resource and the wind turbine model, the CoE values can
be similar to LCoE value found in previous works. It is the case of the SWT Model 1 on the wind speed
profile Case 5, where it reached a CoE value of 0.23 USD/kW-h, which is into the range of LCoE values
obtained by Torres-Madroñero et al. [7] (0.160 o 0.287 USD/kW-h) for photo-voltaic/battery systems.

However, it is important to mention that the analytic approach given by this review about CoE doesn’t
have the energy demand in its formulation. Moreover, the literature studies took the temporal wind
speed profile in some cases instead of the PDF formulation, like Section 8 here presented. When accurate
formulation and results comparing PV and wind generation, the works mentioned in Section 7 are advised.

Reducing the difference between the demand and supply of energy and keeping the cost of electricity
at low levels within a minimum impact on the environment are significant concerns regarding the
development of generation technologies. In this sense, innovation has brought down costs and increased
the availability of renewable power sources, where wind turbines and solar photovoltaic (PV) panels are
the leading energy technologies to non-conventional renewable electricity production [186].

In particular, SWTs can be split into two market sectors: (1) machines devoted to supplying electricity
in remote areas, and (2) grid-connected applications. The first one concerns the use of SWTs in rural
areas, mostly for off-grid consumers, either alone or in conjunction with other types of renewable energies.
The reduction in capital and operational costs is paramount, aiming to provide reliable energy. The price
cannot be overwhelmed by the value of the connection to the grid. Additionally, such remote consumers
often lack economic resources to afford high costs. Regarding the second sector, the motivation is to
use renewable sources harvesting on-site wind resources to be self-sufficient and, in surplus scenarios,
provide energy to the grid through the so-called smart meter technologies [30].
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